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E lectronic health records (EHRs), insurance claims, radiological images, 

wearables … the healthcare sector’s data pool grows larger each year. 

However, legacy storage systems found in many healthcare organizations 

can’t manage the load, necessitating expensive upgrades for storage and 

analytics. On-premises systems also often use complex, industry-specific 

formats, which can make analyzing that data difficult and time-consuming.

To gain insights from all the data (often PHI) at their disposal in an efficient, 

secure and cost-effective manner, many healthcare organizations are 

turning to the cloud. Some may start small, migrating a few administrative 

applications, while others use cloud-based solutions for clinical and 

operational applications.

“Knowledge lies in the ability to analyze data,” said Raj Tuliani, an IT 

consultant. “However, having access to that data comes with a lot of liability, 

so safeguarding that data is a top priority. Many healthcare organizations 

have found ways to protect that data and reduce the large footprint of their 

enterprise-wide systems by consolidating data and moving applications to 

virtual instances.”

With protected health information and other healthcare data stored virtually, 

healthcare organizations can realize a host of clinical and operational 

benefits with “virtually” no risk of downtime. With information easy to access, 

analyze and share, healthcare organizations can produce the accurate 

data needed for value-based payment models. With data in the cloud, 

artificial intelligence and/or machine learning tools can more easily assist 

with personalized medicine and population health initiatives, map and treat 

infectious diseases and improve billing accuracy, among other benefits.

As platforms become more user-friendly, migrating to the cloud is easier 

than you think. Keeping data in the cloud is also safer than many believe. 

Established cloud platforms prioritize security and HIPAA/HITRUST 

compliance, with vast technical and human resources dedicated to  

privacy and security.

As you chart your course to cloud migration, mark these stepping 

stones along the way.

“Many healthcare organizations have 
found ways to protect that data and reduce 
the large footprint of their enterprise-wide 
systems by consolidating data and moving 
applications to virtual instances.”

raj tuliani, it consultant



laying the foundation

Migrating data to the cloud allows healthcare IT departments to 

take full advantage of software as a service (SaaS) applications. 

Possibilities include clinical platforms such as picture archiving 

and communication systems (PACS), electronic health records, and 

telehealth, as well as operational solutions for billing, revenue-cycle 

management and supply chain, among others.

Using cloud-based applications, healthcare organizations with 

limited budgets can run queries without hiring additional data 

scientists and engineers. “In Google Cloud, you can use systems 

like AutoML Tables or BigQuery ML, which provide machine 

learning algorithms in a low- or no-code format,” said Claire Salling, 

practice director for data analytics and application development at 

Cloudbakers, a cloud-migration service provider (and Google Cloud 

Premier Partner) headquartered in Chicago. “Once your data is in 

one of these systems, you can conduct predictive research like 

identifying patients at risk of readmission or chronic disease.”
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Getting to that point, however, requires some foresight and 

planning. Healthcare organizations typically have large IT 

footprints that include on-premises data centers and cloud-based apps. 

According to 2019 HIMSS research, healthcare organizations surveyed 

had 39% of their IT workloads, on average, deployed in the cloud. 

Today, it could be as high as 50%.1

As legacy systems age, they need maintenance. Licenses need to 

be renewed. Costs associated with powering hardware and keeping 

the data center cool continue to climb. This is when many healthcare 

organizations consider moving more of their workload to the cloud. 

If the goal is to reduce server count, scale up more easily, develop 

analytics capabilities and reduce maintenance, space and labor costs, 

consider migrating more data to the cloud — where it makes sense. 

Some applications require a complex redesign before moving. Cost 

and security are other factors to consider.

“Some organizations have EHRs that aren’t easy to move to the cloud,” 

said Cloudbakers chief technology officer Eric Lannert. “We advocate 

for building a secure perimeter around both your on-prem and cloud 

infrastructure so it becomes a continuous network. Once you have that 

in place, you can move workloads as it makes sense.”

1. HIMSS Cloud Computing Forum, February 11, 2019. Presentation files. Source: HIMSS 

Media Cloud Security Insights Research, 2018, sponsored by Center for Connected 

Medicine https://365.himss.org/sites/himss365/files/365/handouts/552662706/handout-

CLO15.pdf
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the data lake

With your infrastructure foundation established, you can think about creating places to 

store that data so you can apply various techniques to it to extract insights. Data lakes 

and data warehousing are two approaches used either individually or concurrently. 

Data lakes suit healthcare organizations well because they 

take all types of data — from physicians’ notes and text 

messages (unstructured) to lab results and claims data 

(structured). Data lakes serve as a single file system for that 

data. Once your data is in the lake, with proper indexing 

and controls in place, it can be converted into a structured 

format to be used with machine learning, data warehousing 

or business intelligence systems.

Cloud storage is well suited for data lakes because of its 

performance, consistency and reliability, among other factors. “Historically, you were 

extracting and loading data in one step,” Lannert said. “If something failed, your whole 

process fell out of sync. Data lakes have replayability, where you can roll back and rerun 

everything from the last week as easy as rewinding a video. That feature lowers its cost 

to maintain and preserves integrity of the data warehouse.”

Your Source for a Deep Dive
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consistency

No workarounds required to determine when data 
is available for processing 

cost-effectiveness

Price scales to suit your access and availability needs

flexibility

Integrate with powerful machine learning and 
AI platforms

security

Strong access control to prevent data from falling 
into the wrong hands

performance and durability

Start with gigabytes and grow to exabytes 
and beyond

Why data lakes and the 
cloud work well together:

data lakes in the cloud +

+

+

+

+
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the data warehouse

While the data lake serves as a repository for all data 

types, the data warehouse houses structured data with 

predefined uses. Data in the warehouse is cleaned and 

ready for you to analyze to gain valuable clinical and 

operational insights. Data from the lake can essentially 

flow into a data warehouse.

Because the data warehouse is well structured, it’s 

easy for small IT teams to access, use and understand. 

Healthcare organizations that want to make better use of 

their EHR data can use Google’s HIPAA-compliant Cloud 

Healthcare API to move EHR data to a warehouse. From 

there, they can transfer data over a secure network and 

deploy analytics solutions.

Rehab Hospital of the Pacific, an inpatient rehabilitation hospital in Honolulu, 

dramatically enhanced its patient outreach by shifting workloads to the cloud. The 

provider previously used a spreadsheet to track patient referrals and a complex 

data-storage system for its admissions, discharge, and transfer data. It had no way  

to connect the two to study the effectiveness of its patient-outreach programs. 

By moving data to Google Virtual Private Cloud, and using a data warehouse, 

BigQuery, and other tools, the provider now has a compliant, secure pipeline to 

process data admissions in real time. The result: easy insight into the efficiency of  

its patient-outreach program.

Your Key to 
Successful Analytics



building analytics solutions

According to the HIMSS report, healthcare organizations surveyed 

store 53% of mission-critical and 47% of back-end, noncritical 

workloads in the cloud. These workloads include de-identified EHR 

data and information from business applications, patient registries, 

medical images and genomics data, among other sources. 

A research hospital, for example, can assist the sponsor of a clinical 

trial in generating real-world evidence about a drug’s efficacy to 

expand its indication. A healthcare system can analyze patient 

data to develop personalized care plans and identify and provide 

intervention to patients at risk of developing diabetes. Telemedicine, 

remote patient monitoring and virtual medication-adherence plans 

get an upgrade in quality. That’s only the beginning.

To make that happen, the IT team can implement its choice of 

analytics, AI and machine learning solutions, including Google’s AI 

Platform Prediction and Data Studio, Looker, and a number third-

party apps. “These tools sit on top of your data warehouse and 

work interchangeably,” Salling said.
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The cloud also supports functions most hospital employees wouldn’t notice. 

Tuliani recalled a client that had multiple applications that didn’t migrate 

easily to the cloud. When it found a way, it gained more transparency to its 

data, which expanded its capabilities. “It also reduced the need for backups,” 

he added. “Testing recovery points became much easier with data in the 

cloud. In addition, they could create dev test instances in minutes. The data 

transfer was fairly easy with the tools their vendors provided.”

Physicians and clinicians count on this data — and the systems that store 

it — to be available 24/7. In times of natural disaster, hospitals and first 

responders provide critical, immediate emotional and physical support 

and treatment. Hospitals’ IT systems need to be unaffected no matter what 

mother nature brings. Cloud-based platforms use thousands of networks 

and servers and constantly monitor conditions for safe routes, guaranteeing 

99.9% uptime or better. 

That commitment to reliability applies to threat protection as well. To keep 

data secure, Lannert recommended that healthcare organizations establish 

a “cloud foundation policy.” Cloudbakers delivers a Technical Design 

Document which serves as a secure architecture for customers to build on. 

“The goal is to set up their cloud according to established security, privacy 

and threat-detection policies,” he said. “If they adhere to those policies, and 

your entire security and networking infrastructure is solid at its core, and 

complies with regulations and with your historical way of thinking about 

security, then the cloud becomes an extension of your data center. It’s 

connected to your data center and all the security parameters you’ve 

defined and managed. That brings a feeling of comfort to IT leaders.”

“If they adhere to those policies, and your 
entire security and networking infrastructure 
is solid at its core, and complies with 
regulations and with your historical way 
of thinking about security, then the cloud 
becomes an extension of your data center.”

eric lannert, cto, cloudbakers
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forecast

More Data, Better Predictions, 
Improved Outcomes

As the amount of data available to healthcare organizations grows, and as 

healthcare organizations rely on that data more heavily to improve patient 

outcomes and lower operational costs, cloud solutions provide a secure, 

cost-effective way to convert that data to usable insights. Moving workloads 

to the cloud isn’t an overnight process, but with the right partners on your 

side, it’s easier than you think.

The key to that knowledge lies in safeguarding and analyzing that data. 

“Migrating to the cloud is a multiyear journey,” Tuliani said. “But those that 

do can modernize their infrastructure, reduce their footprint and make their 

data useful.”

“Migrating to the cloud is multiyear journey,” 
Tuliani said. “But those that do can modernize 
their infrastructure, reduce their footprint and 
make their data useful.

raj tuliani, it consultant



Cloudbakers is a Google Cloud Premier Partner that has been helping 

organizations successfully migrate to cloud technologies for nearly a 

decade. Being one of only a few Google Cloud Premier Partners, their mix 

of 50% tech skills and 50% people skills means they bring together custom 

solutions and side-by-side support. Adopting and adapting to changing 

technology is a difference maker for any business– that’s what Cloudbakers 

is here to help with. They bring the cloud down to earth.

CONTACT US

https://www.cloudbakers.com/
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